Resolving the Complexity of Human Skin Metagenomes Using Single-Molecule Sequencing
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ABSTRACT Deep metagenomic shotgun sequencing has emerged as a powerful tool to interrogate composition and function of complex microbial communities. Computational approaches to assemble genome fragments have been demonstrated to be an effective tool for de novo reconstruction of genomes from these communities. However, the resultant “genomes” are typically fragmented and incomplete due to the limited ability of short-read sequence data to assemble complex or low-coverage regions. Here, we use single-molecule, real-time (SMRT) sequencing to reconstruct a high-quality, closed genome of a previously uncharacterized Corynebacterium simulans and its companion bacteriophage from a skin metagenomic sample. Considerable improvement in assembly quality occurs in hybrid approaches incorporating short-read data, with even relatively small amounts of long-read data being sufficient to improve metagenome reconstruction. Using short-read data to evaluate strain variation of this C. simulans in its skin community at single-nucleotide resolution, we observed a dominant C. simulans strain with moderate allelic heterozygosity throughout the population. We demonstrate the utility of SMRT sequencing and hybrid approaches in metagenome quantitation, reconstruction, and annotation.

IMPORTANCE The species comprising a microbial community are often difficult to deconvolute due to technical limitations inherent to most short-read sequencing technologies. Here, we leverage new advances in sequencing technology, single-molecule sequencing, to significantly improve reconstruction of a complex human skin microbial community. With this long-read technology, we were able to reconstruct and annotate a closed, high-quality genome of a previously uncharacterized skin species. We demonstrate that hybrid approaches with short-read technology are sufficiently powerful to reconstruct even single-nucleotide polymorphism level variation of species in this a community.

Microbial communities offer the potential for the discovery of a tremendous suite of previously unknown biological functions, for example, new bioactive compounds, antimicrobials, virulence factors, or metabolic pathways. Such discovery has relied on the ability to survey and deconvolute species from mixed microbial consortia. In particular, major value is derived from the ability to reconstruct genomes from metagenomic data. Metagenomics circumvents the requirement for cultivation-based discovery and its associated costs.

Short-read metagenomic shotgun sequencing, with typical median lengths of 100 to 150 bp for Illumina HiSeq technology, has been effectively applied to interrogate composition and function of microbial communities. However, annotation of metagenomic data sets often relies on sequenced reference genomes, which incompletely represent microbial diversity. Consequently, a significant fraction of metagenomic sequence data remains uncharacterized, ranging from 2 to 96% in the human skin, depending on sample origin (1). Hence, de novo, or reference-free approaches to analyze microbial communities are increasingly necessary. These in silico reconstructions are based primarily on de novo assembly of short reads into contigs, followed by abundance or compositional binning of contigs into species units (2–4). Such methods are highly dependent on constraints of sequencing depth, coverage, and community complexity, and correspondingly, often result in highly fragmented and incomplete reconstructions. Moreover, as species may also exist as a heterogeneous mix of subspecies, the presence of multiple similar genomes or repetitive elements can also result in poor-quality assemblies.

Single-molecule, real-time (SMRT) sequencing has proven highly effective in single-genome applications, where multikilobase sequences allow full coverage and closure of genome assemblies (5, 6). However, because this technology yields fewer reads than short-read technologies and is subject to uniformly distributed errors, primarily point insertions and deletions at a rate of ~15% (7), its utility in characterizing metagenomic populations is unknown. For example, the most common quantitation metrics,
e.g., RPKM (reads per kilobase per million), rely on significant read numbers. However, the promise of long-read technology lies in its potential to reconstruct complex loci, similar genomes, and low-abundance species.

Here, we sought to use SMRT sequencing to address challenges in metagenomic characterization and assembly. Our goals were to evaluate the following: (i) the ability of SMRT sequence data to quantitatively characterize complex metagenomic communities, (ii) the value added and accuracy in using these long reads in metagenomic assemblies either alone or as a hybrid with matched short-read data, and (iii) the ability to deconvolute closely related strains in a population using a combination of short- and long-read data. Generating matched short- and long-read shotgun metagenomic data from skin samples, we report that even low-depth SMRT sequence data can accurately reconstruct taxonomic abundance in a complex community, and high-depth SMRT data can reconstruct a closed-genome sequence with high accuracy. Short-read Illumina data can then be leveraged for high-precision analyses, such as evaluating population-level heterozygosity of a strain. Our results demonstrate the first example of the utility of SMRT technology in shotgun characterizations of metagenomic communities, together with advances enabled by hybrid approaches incorporating both long- and short-read technologies.

RESULTS
Sample collection and sequencing. To generate adequate biomass for sequencing, six skin samples were collected using a swab-scrape-swab procedure (1) and combined from the antecubital fossa, volar forearm, and hypothenar palm (representing an “arm” sample) and then the plantar heel, toe web space, and toenail (representing a “foot” sample) of a healthy individual. These skin sites were chosen because of the high microbial diversity reported for these sites in previous studies, which poses increased challenges for metagenomic annotation and assembly. We generated metagenomic shotgun sequence data using two platforms: linear PacBio RSII TdT (terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase) sequencing and Illumina HiSeq. Host human-derived DNA was removed by mapping to the CHM1 human genome reference (8), which resulted in, on average, removal of an additional 5% of reads over previous hg19 references, likely due to the improved inclusion of low-complexity regions. Total sequence yield varied between sites, with the low-biomass arm site yielding relatively little nonhuman sequence data (27 and 805 Mbp for SMRT and HiSeq) compared to the foot (623 Mbp and 3.0 Gbp). The mean read lengths were 1,689 bp (range, 50 to 14,690 bp) for SMRT sequencing and 98 bp (50 to 101 bp) for Illumina. Finally, matched 16S rRNA (22,138 reads) and ITS1 (29,427 reads) amplicons were also generated to validate taxonomic assignments. All read statistics are reported in Table S1 in the supplemental material.

Read-based compositional analysis of skin communities. Because SMRT sequencing typically yields orders of magnitude fewer reads than short-read methods (here, 511 × and 86 × fewer reads for arm and foot samples), we investigated SMRT sequencing’s accuracy in quantifying species abundance of mixed communities compared to HiSeq data. First, we estimated community coverage by tracking k-mer accumulation as a function of the number of reads sequenced. If the sequence (and as a proxy, species) diversity is adequately represented in a community, we would expect decreasing k-mer accumulation as the number of reads increases. Arm samples had low k-mer coverage regardless of the sequencing method (Fig. 1A), which is likely the result of insufficient sequencing depth for the community diversity represented. HiSeq sequencing of the foot site showed adequate community k-mer coverage, with accumulation leveling with high numbers of reads. However, we saw little k-mer redundancy in the SMRT read data. This likely results from both high community complexity and the uniform nature of error rates present in SMRT read data. Indeed, HiSeq-corrected SMRT data show a marked improvement in k-mer coverage for the foot (Fig. 1A), although with a modest cost in k-mer accumulation depth.

While limited sequencing depth may affect detection of low-abundance species in a community, read-based mapping to reference genomes can accurately reconstruct species abundances even at low coverages. We mapped the human-read-filtered shotgun reads to a multikingdom curated reference genome database containing bacterial, fungal, viral, and archaean complete and draft genomes (1). Overall community composition was very similar at the species level by the two sequencing methods (Fig. 1B and C; see Table S2 in the supplemental material), showing a high diversity of Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, and to a lesser extent, Actinobacteria in the arm and predominantly Actinobacteria in the foot. Both approaches showed good concordance with genus-level designations generated by 16S rRNA sequencing for the foot (Fig. 1B). This suggests that even relatively few sequence reads can be effective at quantitating species abundances.

To investigate the discrepancy between the amplicon and metagenomic classifications in the arm sample, we examined the percentage of unclassifiable shotgun reads (Fig. 1B). More than 60% of reads remained unmapped, showing that reference-based analyses can underestimate the biodiversity of a sample. On the other hand, 16S rRNA sequences, while offering lower phylogenetic resolution than shotgun data, can place unclassifiable sequences on a larger phylogenetic tree to infer composition. As the major genera were present in both amplicon and shotgun-based methods, we believe that the significant amount of uncharacterizable reads is the primary factor behind compositional differences between methods.

Interestingly, we observed that a number of species were detected by only one of the two methods (Fig. 1D). Our initial assumption was that short-read sequencing possesses greater sensitivity in low-abundance detection because of greater achievable depth and coverage. We found that a large number of low-abundance species were detected with only long-read data (Fig. 1D; see Table S2 in the supplemental material), represented by additional archaean, fungal, and viral species as well as bacterial phyla rarely isolated from skin, e.g., TM7. This recovery is consistent with recent reports supporting the increased ability of long reads to recover rare genomes over short reads (9). However, this difference was not explained by an increased ability to cover high-GC% genomes, as there was no significant difference in the GC content of the fungal, viral, or archaean genomes that were recovered by only one sequencing method \( P > 0.20 \) by Wilcoxon rank sum test. A more likely explanation for this increased detection of rare species could be amplification cycles during Nextera library construction, which could bias community composition toward more abundant species. Another possibility for the nonrecovery of archaean genomes with short reads is an increased ability for long reads to discriminate high-homology regions that otherwise may be classified as bacterial. Finally, differences in sampling depth can
cause discrepancies in organisms recovered, particularly those that are low abundance. While both short- and long-read methods similarly reconstruct abundant taxa in a community, additional microbial biodiversity can be uncovered in the skin with different technological approaches.

**Metagenomic SMRT sequencing reconstructs a complete genome sequence of Corynebacterium simulans.** Because more than 80% of reads could not be assigned to a reference genome (Fig. 1B), we also pursued reference-independent approaches to reconstruct community composition. Our initial goal was first to define the ability of SMRT sequencing to reconstruct metagenomes in comparison to short-read data and second to investigate whether hybrid short- and long-read assemblies were improved with respect to length, quality, and coverage.

SMRT sequence reads were assembled using Pacific Biosciences’ Hierarchical Genome Assembly Process (HGAP), which assembles genomes using read overlap layouts, followed by a consensus algorithm to generate a final, high-quality genome se-
sequence (10). Initial HGAP assembly of the foot metagenome resulted in 68 long contigs (see Table S3 in the supplemental material). However, the arm sample had insufficient coverage for the community’s complexity and did not produce any assemblies, a drawback of the HGAP approach, which requires significant read overlaps for preassembly and sequence coverage for consensus calling.

BLAST analysis of the four longest contigs in the foot assembly showed high similarity to a *Corynebacterium aurimucosum* genome (Fig. 2A). These contigs were connected manually into a single chromosome using overlapping contig ends and were polished using the Quiver consensus algorithm (10). The fidelity of the resulting assembly of 2.78 Mbp in length was validated by remapping SMRT reads to the assembled chromosome (Fig. 2A). We observed no obvious coverage breaks (mean coverage across the four contigs, 105.3 \pm 13.8) and a mild coverage undulation with a peak at the origin of replication, which is likely due to genomic DNA being extracted from actively growing bacteria. We observed greater than 99.999% consensus concordance (quality value [QV] > 50) between the sequencing data and the assembled chromosome, indicating high accuracy in reconstruction.

Phylogenetic placement (Fig. 2B, 1,000 bootstrap iterations, 100% confidence) of the 16S rRNA extracted from the de novo genome placed it not with *C. aurimucosum* but with a type strain of *Corynebacterium simulans*, a facultative, nonlipophilic species isolated from a human axillary lymph node (11). For genome comparisons and to assess the quality of the de novo *C. simulans* genome (termed “metagenome” in the comparison below), we also SMRT sequenced and assembled this *C. simulans* type strain with HGAP. For comparison, we also compared both genomes to a draft genome assembly of another *C. simulans* skin isolate previously sequenced by 454 technology (12). NUCmer alignment showed high similarity between these genomes (Fig. 2C) with average 96.8%, 97.1%, and 96.2% identity over aligned regions for type versus metagenome, type versus 454 isolate, and metagenome versus 454 isolate, respectively. While the three strains were predominantly collinear, we observed a modest number of inversions and insertions. The total sizes for the metagenome, type strain, and 454 isolate were 2.74 Mb, 2.60 Mb, and 2.65 Mbp (estimated), respectively, with 59% GC content for all three strains.

Comparison of long-read sequence assemblies with short and hybrid approaches. We next evaluated short-read assemblies, in particular those using HiSeq sequencing, where coverage depth markedly exceeds SMRT sequencing capacity. We also examined whether hybrid assemblies were an effective alternative to improve assembly statistics, an important consideration given the relatively higher cost of SMRT sequencing. We created hybrid assemblies using different numbers of long reads to assess the relationship between SMRT sequencing depth and assembly improvement.

Short reads were assembled independently using different
k-mer ranges and several different assemblers, including Velvet, Megahit, and SPAdes. Although SPAdes was not originally designed for metagenomic assembly, its short-read assembly yielded the highest combination of metrics of assembly quality for both the arm assemblies and the foot assemblies, including cumulative contig length (Fig. 3A and B; see Table S3 in the supplemental material), contig size (Fig. 3C and D), number of bases incorporated into the assembly, and concordance of reads mapping back to contigs (Table S2). Long reads were assembled by using HGAP, and hybrid assemblies were assembled by using SPAdes. Because HGAP assembly did not produce contigs for the arm, we used the unassembled SMRT read data as a proxy for contigs.

In foot samples, short reads, hybrid assemblies, and HGAP assemblies performed equally well in cumulative contig length, a proxy for reconstruction of genetic diversity of the community (Fig. 3A). The advantage of long reads lay predominantly in contig scaffolding, with all hybrid assemblies producing markedly longer contigs than short-read-only assemblies (Fig. 3C). Nx plots, which show the length for which the contigs of that length or longer covers x percentage of the assembly, showed very significant assembly improvements with the incorporation of long reads (Fig. 3E, inset; see Table S2 in the supplemental material). Surprisingly, even 25,000 reads (about half an SMRT cell yield) were sufficient to significantly improve contig scaffolding, although we expect this estimated depth to be dependent on community complexity. Finally, a limitation of HGAP assembly lies in the generation of smaller or less-abundant contigs, which are less informative for gene calling but can better reconstruct low-abundance organisms. Short-read or hybrid methods generated markedly shorter contigs than HGAP did (Fig. 3E, unaligned contigs), again reflecting its requirement for significant overlap for preassembly.

HGAP assembly of arm reads was ineffective. As the arm is a low-biomass skin site, sequencing depth for both SMRT and HiSeq methods was lower than for the foot. SMRT reads reconstructed a much lower fraction of the community than other assembly methods (Fig. 3B), likely due to the relatively fewer reads generated. Low depth compounded with the high community complexity typical of arm skin sites resulted in assemblies comprised primarily of a large number of small contigs (Fig. 3D). While the median length of SMRT reads exceeds that of short-read-based contigs, hybrids showed no improvement over short-read-only assemblies (Fig. 3F).

Finally, to assess the quality of short-read reconstructions of *C. simulans*, we extracted contigs with sequence similarity to the *C. simulans* metagenome and reassembled those reads. Because *de novo* assembly often results in chimeric assemblies, we also investigated the rate of misassemblies compared to the closed genome (see Materials and Methods for a description of criteria). We observed few misassemblies and high genome coverage, regardless of the assembler used, although the number of contigs differed significantly depending on the assembler used (Fig. 4A). This suggests a convergent but fragmented reconstruction using short reads and further supports the value of incorporating long-read data into shotgun metagenomic analyses.
Reannotation of skin communities with metagenomes. Metagenomic studies often focus on identification of taxa within samples but neglect to discuss results in the context of unmapped reads. For most microbial communities, the amount of this “dark matter,” or uncharacterized sequence space is significant (e.g., Fig. 4B). Analyses excluding this space likely underrepresent the biodiversity of the sample. To assess the extent to which metagenomic annotations improve with the addition of new genomes or de novo assemblies, we mapped HiSeq reads to databases incorporating these new references.

Adding the new C. simulans genome to the reference genome database very significantly increased the number of sequence reads accounted for in the foot (Fig. 4B) from an alignment rate of 20.3% to 84.9%. For assembly-based mapping, reads were mapped to contigs of ≈300 bp from either hybrid, HGAP, or SPAdes short-read-only assemblies that had been assigned a species by homology to the NCBI nonredundant (nr) database. While providing more-fragmented assemblies, SPAdes and hybrid assemblies accounted for the greatest improvement, each to 92.0%, and 77.2% for HGAP-only assemblies (Fig. 4B). However, we observed some differences in abundances in the foot, depending on whether reference genomes or contigs were used for taxonomic assignments. This likely arises from (i) lack of annotation in nr, (ii) homology between conserved regions (as our genome-mapping pipeline reassigns reads mapping to multiple loci to a “most likely” genome), or (iii) reads not represented in one or the other sequencing method (e.g., rare species in Fig. 1).

Finally, despite this significant increase in mapped space, a large fraction, up to 23.0% of contigs, remained uncharacterizable by BLAST search. This further underscores the value of reconstructing complete genomes from metagenomic analysis. Linking these uncharacterized genes to a larger genome context will allow more-accurate taxonomic assignment and enable use of different prediction models to reconstruct function. More generally, improved methods for functional annotation remain in great need.

Conversely, relatively little improvement was seen in arm assemblies, where relative abundances of Corynebacterium are typically low (Fig. 4B). As expected, proxying arm SMRT reads for contigs resulted in low-read mapping efficacy (3.7% alignment rate) due to SMRT read error rates. An approximately 46% read alignment was observed for either hybrid or SPAdes short-read assemblies, with annotated reads mapping primarily to Proteobac-
teria, consistent with genome-based annotations. We hypothesize that in the arm samples, high community complexity and inadequate sequencing depth greatly hinder reconstruction of low-abundance genomes and that the biodiversity of arm skin is poorly understood.

Population-level heterozygosity of _C. simulans_. Recent studies have shown that many species contain a significant pan-genome, defined as the aggregate coding potential of substrains within that clade. Strain variation is an important consideration, as flexible regions of the genome can encode different properties of transmissibility, virulence, antibiotic resistance, or other functions. Previously, we showed that strain-level populations of common skin commensals are heterogeneous and comprised of multiple subspecies clades (1), and so we explored the ability of hybrid data to identify strain-level variation in the _C. simulans_ populations of the foot.

We explored the sequence space around the _C. similans_ “metagenome” by mapping the 15.7 million HiSeq read pairs to the reconstructed reference, of which 76% mapped. Initial analyses showed that most variants were present at allele frequencies that were too low for standard variant callers to reliably detect, suggesting a dominant strain in the population. To identify low-frequency alleles, we used the LoFreq variant caller, which is able to confidently call variants at allele frequencies near the error rate for the sequencing platform (13). A total of 411 variants were called with a median allele frequency of 0.05 and median read depth of 445 (Fig. 5; see Table S4 in the supplemental material). Variants occurred primarily in protein-coding regions with 386 variants found in 55 protein-coding genes, most of which were part of highly conserved protein complexes (Table S4). For example, 16 of the 55 genes encode ribosomal components. However, some of these variants may be derived from non-_Corynebacterium_ genomes, as it is difficult to separate intergenus variants from intragenus variants for these highly conserved genes.

Other genes with variant calls appear to be specific to the _Corynebacterium_ genus. For example, the cadA gene, encoding a P-type ATPase cadmium transporter, has 60 variants (the most of any gene) and is found predominantly in corynebacteria and close relatives. Of these 60 variants, 49 were synonymous and 11 were nonsynonymous; no nonsense mutations were detected. The dltA gene, encoding a d-alanine–poly(phosphoribitol) ligase, has 21 variants (10 synonymous and 11 nonsynonymous) and is also
restricted to *Corynebacterium*. Finally, a putative septicolysin toxin gene was found to have three variants, two of them nonsynonymous, and appears to be a novel protein sharing only 93% protein identity with the closest homologs belonging to other *corynebacteria*. No paralogs were detected for any of these genes in the reconstructed reference. This highlights an important feature of this complementary approach: long-read genome assembly followed by deep short-read variant calling. Short-read assemblies can merge paralogs, which could subsequently confound variant calling. Conversely, variant calling is more difficult with the higher error rate of individual SMRT reads, and in a heterogeneous metagenomic population, it would be very difficult to separate read error from a true variant.

**Functional characterization of *C. simulans* and phage.** A great benefit of finished genomes or high-quality, long metagenomes is the increased power for functional annotation and prediction models. For example, gene calling and comparative genomics are most effective in complete genomes. As another example, genome mining to predict biosynthetic pathways relies on clustering of genes that cooccur within a larger locus (14). Therefore, such analyses are contingent on long stretches of contiguous DNA sequence or complete genomes. Here, we present several characterizations of the *C. simulans* genome to highlight examples of analyses enabled by this metagenomic reconstruction.

A side-by-side gene comparison of the *de novo* *C. simulans* metagenome and type genomes showed significant variable gene content. Of 2,423 and 2,571 genes for the type strain and metagenome, 223 and 376 were not shared, respectively (Fig. 6A; see Table S5 in the supplemental material). The majority of this variable, or pangenomic content was comprised of uncharacterized genes by COG (clusters of orthologous groups of proteins) annotation (Fig. 6B). The type strain possessed more transport and metabolism genes, potentially a reflection on its specialization as a pathogen in the lymph node where it was isolated. The type strain also possessed more defense mechanisms, particularly components of a type I restriction modification system.

The skin strain contained markedly more mobile elements with at least five clustered loci containing multiple elements (or remnants) of transposon and transposase machinery. Strikingly, we also found a previously undescribed, integrated *C. simulans* phage that is also absent in the 454-sequenced skin strain (Fig. 6A). This phage, unlikely to result from misassembly due to the high continuity of SMRT reads at flanking regions, is 31.8 kb in length with well-defined attachment sites, a complete head, and tail proteins, integrase, and type VI secretion system (Fig. 6C).

Aside from the newly characterized phage, two additional spacers in the type strain mapped to a *Corynebacterium* plasmid and *Mycobacterium* phage, and two spacers in the skin strain mapped to *Corynebacterium* and *Bacillus* plasmids (see Table S5 in the supplemental material). Spacers between strains showed little similarity, as could be expected from random spacer acquisition even from exposure to common foreign hosts, which suggests no recent common ancestor for or horizontal transfer between the two *C. simulans* strains. Finally, homology to spacers was also not found elsewhere in the metagenomic assemblies, suggesting either a distant spacer acquisition or a near-complete elimination of the invasive species.

A side-by-side gene comparison of the *de novo* *C. simulans* metagenome and type genome showed significant variable gene content. Of 2,423 and 2,571 genes for the type strain and metagenome, 223 and 376 were not shared, respectively (Fig. 6A; see Table S5 in the supplemental material). The majority of this variable, or pangenomic content was comprised of uncharacterized genes by COG (clusters of orthologous groups of proteins) annotation (Fig. 6B). The type strain possessed more transport and metabolism genes, potentially a reflection on its specialization as a pathogen in the lymph node where it was isolated. The type strain also possessed more defense mechanisms, particularly components of a type I restriction modification system.

The skin strain contained markedly more mobile elements with at least five clustered loci containing multiple elements (or remnants) of transposon and transposase machinery. Strikingly, we also found a previously undescribed, integrated *C. simulans* phage that is also absent in the 454-sequenced skin strain (Fig. 6A). This phage, unlikely to result from misassembly due to the high continuity of SMRT reads at flanking regions, is 31.8 kb in length with well-defined attachment sites, a complete head, and tail proteins, integrase, and type VI secretion system (Fig. 6C). This phage also contains lytic elements that encode chitinase-like proteins, which are similar to lysozyme-like families of hydrolases that drive virulence.

Both genomes contained a single, well-defined clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR) locus with similar numbers of spacers (29 and 30 for metagenome and type strain, respectively). Interestingly, only the skin strain had two spacers that were a 100% match to the *C. simulans* prophage. However, the remaining spacers had little to no homology to GenBank plasmids or phage databases. This likely reflects limited characterization of *Corynebacterium* plasmids and phages, or little exposure of these strains to currently described *Corynebacterium* phages—*Corynebacterium* phages are particularly poorly characterized with only two characterized genomes, neither of which occur in greater than trace amounts in larger skin populations (1).
FIG 6 Select functional characterizations of *C. simulans*. (A) Whole-genome comparisons of the *C. simulans* genomes described in this study. The de novo *C. simulans* metagenome is used as a reference (innermost ring in black). The GC content of the metagenome is shown in the second ring in black. Ordered contigs from the 454-sequenced skin isolate are shown in the third ring. Alignment of the *C. simulans* type strain is shown in the fourth or outermost ring.
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tary strengths in metagenomic community analysis. Both approaches provide similar but distinct assessments of biodiversity, with a large number of species detected by only one of the two methods. We further observed that long reads provide superior contiguity of genome information, and they provide epigenetic information. Deep short-read sequences allowed assessment of polymorphism and genetic heterogeneity in a sample and were better able to reconstruct short contigs from low-abundance genomes from a sample. Our results highlight the striking functional diversity that remains to be discovered in skin communities and the value of high-quality, long assemblies versus fragmented metagenomic reconstructions in which homology of a single gene is the standard unit of measurement for deciphering function.

We demonstrated that long-read data, while lower in coverage and depth, can reconstruct community composition very similarly to short-read data. However, consistent with a recent report using synthetic long-read Illumina Moleculo technology for metagenomic analysis (9), we uncovered a greater number of low-abundance species with long-read data. Despite significantly lower read counts, the SMRT data set yielded higher numbers of eukaryotic DNA viruses, fungi, and even substantial relative abundances of bacteria such as TM7. Unlike this previous report, however, our first assessment of taxonomic composition was based on reference genomes and not assemblies, so the ability of the long reads to reconstruct high-complexity regions is unlikely to underlie this differentiated sensitivity. One reason is that even the few amplification cycles during the Nextera-based HiSeq library preparation may bias the community against low-abundance and/or very high/low-complexity genomes, in contrast to amplification-free SMRT sequencing. A second possibility is that the longer reads may provide additional resolving power for low-abundance genomes, where short reads might be unassignable or assigned to a phylogenetically near neighbor. We speculate that significant phylogenetic diversity, especially in nonbacterial kingdoms, may yet be uncovered with complementary metagenomic sequencing approaches.

We show the first example of the utility of single-molecule sequencing technology in shotgun characterizations of metagenomic communities. We observed a considerable improvement in solo and hybrid assembly quality using even a modest number of SMRT reads. The improvement was such that we recovered and annotated a closed complete genome sequence of a previously uncharacterized species designated Corynebacterium simulans together with a previously uncharacterized lyogenic Corynebacterium bacteriophage. While the nature of such consensus “metagenomes” derived from mixed populations is such that highly conserved regions from other species may also be incorporated into the assembly, our dual approach using both long and short reads showed that the reconstructed C. simulans was a high-quality, closed genome. We were then able to define epigenetic markers for this metagenome using polymerase kinetics to detect base modifications.

We previously observed that populations of other common skin species such as Staphylococcus epidermidis and Propionibacterium acnes are typically heterogeneous with extensive polymorphism (1). Interestingly, the C. simulans strain population in this foot sample had low variability, which enabled assembly of a high-quality closed genome. While our reconstruction produced a dominant consensus strain, the addition of short reads allowed us to identify single-nucleotide variation at multiple loci across the reconstructed genome. Interestingly, genes with the highest single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) heterogeneity variability were those that may reflect a unique specialization to interspecies interactions or host interface, like cell surface components and antibiotic resistance (dltA), environmental adaptation (toxic heavy metals by cadA), and toxins (septicolysin). This heterogeneity suggests the coexistence of multiple closely related variants, which could be the result of a species’ longer-term evolutionary trajectory.

With continuing cost reductions and performance advances in SMRT technology, long-read approaches are poised to contribute substantially to microbial community analysis. While SMRT reads reconstruct compositional abundance similarly to deep short-read sequencing, its unique advantage lies in its ability to assemble long stretches of contiguous sequence de novo. For functional annotation or genome assembly of little-characterized microorganisms, this may prove a key advantage. Low-input library preparations for low-biomass samples like skin and circular consensus sequencing (CCS) approaches to produce low-error sequences will further enhance the generalizability of SMRT technology to complex microbiomes. In particular, CCS may obviate the benefits of hybrid approaches derived from a relatively shallow long-read sequencing effort complemented by deep short-read sequencing, although feasibility of scale for complex communities should be further investigated. Finally, single-molecule sequencing also holds great potential in deciphering community-wide epigenetic modifications. Epigenetic signatures could likely be used to bin contigs or SMRT reads into strain-level taxonomic groups. However, meta-epigenomes will also likely provide new insights into interspecies and intercellular dynamics within a community, as both inter- and intraspecies epigenetic heterogeneity likely drive microscale differences in transcriptional modulation. We already appreciate the contribution of species and subspecies variation to functional differences, but new technologies will allow communities to be examined with increasing resolution, such that even compositionally identical communities may prove phenotypically divergent.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample collection and processing. An aggregate foot sample, representing the left and right symmetric sites of the plantar heel, toe web space, and toenail, and an aggregate arm sample, representing the left and right symmetric sites of the hypothenar palm, volar forearm, and antecubital fossa were each collected from a healthy female in her 20s recruited from the...
Washington, DC, metropolitan region. This sample collection was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the National Human Genome Research Institute (http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00605878). Written informed consent was provided prior to participation, and the subject provided medical and medication history and underwent a physical examination. As previously described, samples from each skin site were collected using a swab-scare-swap procedure (1), in which the defined anatomical skin area was separately swabbed with a swab (Catch-All sample collection swabs; Epicentre) premoistened with yeast cell lysis buffer (MasterPure yeast DNA purification kit; Epicentre), scraped via a sterile disposable surgical blade, and swabbed with the same swab again. Residual material from the scalpel and swab was collected and placed in lysis buffer. Toenail samples were cut with sterilized nail clippers and placed in lysis buffer. All samples were stored at ~80°C until extraction. Samples were then incubated in yeast cell lysis buffer (MasterPure yeast DNA purification kit; Epicentre) and Readylyse (Epicentre) for 30 min at 37°C and then mechanically disrupted using 5-mm stainless steel beads (Qiagen) in a Tissuelyser (Qiagen) set at 30 Hz for 2 min. Samples were incubated for 30 min at 65°C and placed on ice for 5 min, and debris was spun down after treatment with MasterPure Complete (MPCL) protein precipitation reagent. Samples were combined with 350 μl of 100% ethanol and column purified using the Invitrogen PureLink genomic DNA. Finally, samples were eluted in 30 μl of water (MoBio) and combined according to the body site, foot or arm.

### Sample sequencing

Each sample was then split for three separate sequencing protocols. For Pacific Biosciences terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) sequencing library preparation and SMRT sequencing, 60 ng (arm) and 100 ng (foot) of DNA from each sample was randomly sheared to 10-kb target size using a T-tube device and the standard procedure recommended by the manufacturer ( Covaris Inc.). This reduced input is enabled by an experimental low-DNA-input protocol under development at Pacific Biosciences (see Text S1 in the supplemental material), which relies on TdT to add poly(dA) tails to the 3’ ends of DNA fragments for priming and magnetic bead loading. The poly(dA)-tailed DNA fragment library was then annealed with a poly(dT) sequencing primer and sequenced using DNA/polymerase binding kit 2.0 with Mag-bead loading kit and 120-min sequencing time on a Pacific Biosciences RS II instrument. For quality filtration, reads with a length of <50 bp and a quality score of ≤75 were excluded using the SMRT Analysis 2.0 software (https://github.com/PacificBiosciences/SMRT-Analysis.git). Read mapping to the Pacbio CHM1 human genome reference (8) using blasr (17) aligned the reads. The top 10 hits were retrieved, and multiply mapping reads were reassigned to a “most likely” genome using a modified method based on Pathoscope v1.0 (23), which uses a Bayesian framework to examine each read’s sequence and mapping quality within the context of a global realignment. Read hit counts were then normalized by genome length. Quality-filtered 16S RNA sequences were classified using RDP training set 9 (21), and ITS1 sequences were classified using a custom ITS1 database (24).

### De novo assembly, (i) Pacbio-only assembly

Human-read-filtered SMRT sequencing reads were assembled using the Hierarchical Genome Assembly Process (HGAP) software package developed at Pacific Biosciences (10). Because of the limited number of reads from the arm sample, HGAP assembly was not effective on this sample; however, these data were used for hybrid assemblies. Where error-corrected reads were evaluated, SMRT sequence reads were error corrected using LSC (25) with default parameters.

### (ii) Illumina-only and hybrid assemblies

Human-read-filtered Illumina sequence data were assembled with SPAdes-3.5.0 (26), Megahit (27), and Velvet (28) stepping over a k-mer range of 25 to 71. Error-corrected reads were also used in hybrid assemblies with no improvement over using raw reads with SPAdes. Overall de novo assembly statistics were evaluated as a combination of percent paired or singleton reads realigning to the assembly, the number of bases incorporated into the assembly, and number of contigs of >300 bp. QUAST v2.3 was used to evaluate assembly quality, using the metagenome-derived C. simulans as a reference. In QUAST, a misassembly is defined under the following circumstances: (i) if the left flanking sequence aligns more than 1 kb away from the right flanking sequence, (ii) if overlap between contigs is greater than 1 kb, or (iii) if flanking sequences align on opposite strands (29). Genome coverage is calculated as the total number of aligned bases/genome size, where a contig must have at least one alignment to a base in the reference.

### Construction and characterization of the C. simulans genome

The four longest contigs produced by the HGAP assembly showed significant similarity to a Corynebacterium aurimucosum reference genome. These contigs were connected manually into a single chromosome using the overlapping contig ends and were polished using the Quiver consensus algorithm included in the SMRT Analysis software package. Remapping analysis with blasr was used for quality control of the final genome assembly. No read coverage gap was observed in the remapping result. To make a taxonomic assignment to the reconstructed uncharacterized genome, 16S RNA sequences were obtained from RDP (30) using criteria to select for Corynebacterium type strains, isolates, and sequences of >1,200 bp for a total of 86 sequences. The archaeal Methanothermobacter jannaschii was used as an outgroup. 16S RNA sequences were predicted from full genomes using RNAmmer (31) and aligned using RDP’s RNA models (21) and the Infernal aligner (32). A bootstrap consensus tree using neighbor joining was generated from 1,000 tests using MEGA (33). NUCmer (34) was used for genome comparisons and plot generation.
Evaluation of strain variation. Variants were called by aligning the trimmed HiSeq read pairs to the reference using bowtie2 v. 2.2.3 with the very sensitive (end-to-end) alignment presets. Indels were realigned using the IndelRealigner in the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) v. 3-2-35. PCR and optical duplicates were removed using the MarkDuplicates tool in Picard tools v. 1.77 (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/). Variants were called using the low-frequency variant caller LoFreq v. 2.1.2 (13) with default parameters.

454 sequencing of C. simulans isolate. The commensal skin isolate used for select genome comparisons was obtained from a swab from a healthy volunteer as described previously (24), classified by 16S rRNA sequencing (http://www.mhpacc.org). For comparative analyses, contigs were ordered against a C. aurimucosum reference.

C. simulans genome annotation. Structural and functional annotation of the metagenome-derived C. simulans, the Pachbio-sequenced type strain, and the 454-sequenced skin isolate was performed using the Institute for Genomic Sciences (IGS) Analysis Engine (36) at http://ac.igs.umaryland.edu/cgi/index.cgi. Manatee (http://manate.sourceforge.net/) was used to view annotations. Manatee annotations are available at NCBI under BioProject accession no. 46333. PGAP (37) was used to verify non-overlapping genes between the C. simulans type and metagenome strains. PHAST (38) was used to annotate the C. simulans integrated phase. AntiSMASH 3.0 (14) was used for biosynthetic pathway prediction. Brig (39) and CIRCOS (40) were used to generate circular genome plots. Epigenome annotation was performed through the SMRT Analysis 2.0 software. Briefly, kinetics of base addition are quantitated fluorescently during the SMRT sequencing process. Kinetic characteristics, such as time between base incorporations, are altered by DNA modifications and are passed three times to confirm the homogeneity of the strain. Genomic DNA was prepared using MoBio Laboratories UltraClean microbial DNA kit (MoBio Laboratories, Inc.) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. DNA was quantified prior to sequencing using the Quant-IT double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) broad-range (BR) assay (Life Technologies). Genomic libraries were constructed with the Roche 454 titanium kit (Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Germany) by the NIH Intramural Sequencing Center (NISC) using unidirectional fragment reads. Consig assembly was executed with the gsAssembler v. 2.3 and exceeded the tolerated assembly metrics set forth by the Human Microbiome Project (HMP) (http://www.hmpdcc.org). For comparative analyses, contigs were called using the low-frequency variant caller LoFreq v. 2.1.2 (13) with default parameters.
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